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download the book for free by Raymond Chang Turgemahan. Content Introduction Chapter 1. Aspects of personality and
common features 1.1. Keys to Self-Knowledge 2. General characteristics and personality traits 3. Behavior and individual
characteristics 4. Ways of self-expression 5. Reflection of interpersonal relationships 6. The way you express yourself in life 7.
Forms of self-expression in the social sphere 8. Cognitive characteristics 9. External manifestations 10. Incentives and goals 11.
Qualities affecting independence 12. Positive content of behavior 13. Negative content of behavior. Who is behind all this?
Everything about a person can be said to belong to a certain category of people, or a relatively small number of people who can
be classified into a category, for example, athletes. The degree of complexity of the human psyche is determined by the
following factors. First, it is customary to distinguish four criteria of complexity: â€¢ regulatory complexity; } â€¢ operational
complexity; â€¢ research complexity; secondly, the mental functions of a person are classified in accordance with scientific
directions: â€¢ cognitive complexity; mental complexity; â€¢ communicative complexity. The presence of at least one of the
cases of classification of the human psyche indicates that, although he, of course, is interesting to us in his appearance, but in
general - not what he is interesting to us. And then it only remains to guess what might be interesting to them in the eyes of
another person. A narrow specialization is always accompanied by a feeling of loneliness. In some cases, these feelings can
stimulate the development of science. Cognition of the world is also connected with the complexity of cognition itself. The
deeper a person's understanding of the surrounding world, the higher his cognitive activity. Thinking is considered the most
productive formation in the process of cognition.And, of course, thinking is a product of activity. Variety of thought patterns, of
course
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